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ABSTRACT
AMELIA BARTLETT GAMBLE: Jewish Identity and Interaction in the American South
(Under the direction of Charles Reagan Wilson)

There once was a significant Jewish population that settled throughout the South
and made a life as prominent members of their communities. I wanted to know what life
was like for these people, and I wanted to know why the Jewish population dwindled
over time in the South. In short, I wanted to learn about the Southern Jewish experience.
I read many scholarly articles about Jews in the South in order to see Jews in a historical
context, and I relied on memoirs and autobiographies to provide personal accounts. I also
watched documentaries on Jews in the South in order to get a clearer picture of
contemporary Jews. I needed to layer historical accounts with personal recollections in
order to really understand the Southern Jewish experience.
I found that early Jewish immigrants found success in their communities because
of their unique business relationships. They opened general stores and performed other
jobs that their towns needed, and they often served both black and white customers.
Their success allowed their children to attend college outside of the South, and their
children often did not return to their small towns where Jews were the minority. One
goal of Jewish immigrants was to assimilate into Southern culture, and a high rate of
intermarriage also attributed to the decline of the Jewish population in the South. Today,
small towns in the South have almost no Jews, but larger Jewish communities in larger
Southern cities are continuing to grow.
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INTRODUCTION

There once was a thriving, if small, Jewish community in the South that had much
influence in certain places. Synagogues and temples covered the region, and Jewish
families filled Southern communities. As more and more Jewish immigrants flocked to
the South in the 1800s and 1900s, Southern communities made room in order to
accommodate their new citizens; however, being Jewish in a southern community was
not always easy.

According to Jewish law, a Jew is anyone who “was bom to a Jewish mother or
officially converted,” but that definition still leaves room to question whether being
Jewish is a definition of race, religion, ethnicity, or nationality. Jews had to find a place
for themselves in their new Southern communities and adapt to them. They had to create
new identities for themselves while still maintaining their Jewish identities. They wanted
to both be like and be different from the majority(Bauman, 353). Jews have had to
endure racial categorizing, conversion attempts, and prejudice all at the hands of white
Southern Protestants. Dealing with this pressure was especially difficult for Jews who
did not live in areas that were largely populated by members of the Jewish faith. They
had to rely on their Southern neighbors’ hospitality in order to make a life for themselves
within the community. Jews created a partnership with their Southern neighbors, and
they were received reasonably well in the South because they were respectable
businessmen with a devotion to religion. They resembled Southern Protestants in their
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aspirations toward respectability and faith. Jews found their place in their communities.
but being Jewish in the American South involved creating a new identity and finding a
number of ways to identify themselves within the region.

The research question at the heart of this study is: what was the relationship of
Jewish to the American South. The thesis addresses how Southern Jews fit into the idea
of Southern communities and ways they also stood apart from Southern stereotypes and
social norms. It examines where Jewish communities settled in the South and why they
chose those areas. It is a close look into both people and place. The thesis relies on a
number of both primary and secondary sources. Primary sources provide a firsthand look
into the lives of Southern Jews. Primary sources are valuable in my research because
they provide a first-hand portrayal ofthe life of Jewish Southerners. Secondary sources
provide a historical account ofthe life of Jewish Southerners, giving information
focusing on broader groups. I can see what life was like for people in an entire town or
region instead ofjust focusing on one person or one family. Secondary sources are
valuable because they construct a broad outline of the Jewish experience; primary sources
reveal individual experiences within the broader story. Using the primary and secondary
sources together creates a more complete picture ofthe Southern Jewish experience.
Although my sources are similar in subject, they all provide a revealing outlook into the
world of Southern Jews.

The thesis examines a number of primary sources, and they all have unique
motives and methods for telling their stories. Eli Evans, for example, has been called the
region's most famous chronicler of Jewry, and this title is well deserved. Through his
books The Provincials and The Lonely Day’s were Sundays I have seen his deep interest
2

in and devotion to examining the lives of Jewish Southerners. Evans is a Southern Jew
that has seen the commonalities between Jews and Southern people, and he is fascinated
by them. Both Jews and Southerners have a deep appreciation for home with a strong
attachment to their roots, and they both hold a lot of stock in defining themselves in
biblical terms. He does something unique with his work. He takes both a historical and
emotional approach to his research by examining events in the Jewish Southerners lives.
He cares about the history because his family is a part of it, but he also cares about telling
every story as a Jew and showcasing how Jews felt in their communities.

Documentary film footage serves as another major primary source in my research.
Brian Bain is a Jewish documentary filmmaker. He grew up Jewish in New Orleans, but
his upbringing was not entirely traditional. His grandfather migrated to the South from
New York because he was a traveling salesman, and Bain wanted to know more about
Jewish migration. His documentary,Shalom y ’all, explores Jewish communities in the
South. He interviewed a number of people across the region about being Je'wish within
their towns. He learned that Jewish communities in the South have been declining
because people are moving out of the South to bigger cities with larger Jewish
populations. He even focuses on a girl who leaves New Orleans for New York to work
and be a part of a larger Jewish life. He compares his experience of being Jewish in New
Orleans to the experiences of Jews in other places in the South. There is uniqueness in
growing up Jewish in the South. Traditional Jewish customs often have a Southern flare.
It is sometimes harder to practice traditions like keeping kosher or observing the Sabbath.
Most towns do not even have a permanent Rabbi. Although Bain went to Jewish summer
camps and participated in Jewish traditions, he went to a Protestant school and found it
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difficult to find many Jewish peers. Bain finds similar situations in other towns as he
interviews people across the South. Bain also attempts to understand Jewish migration
and learn about his family over the course of the documentary. He provides a firsthand
account of how Jews live in the South and how their identities as Jews and Southerners
overlap.
This thesis examines Southern Jewish history and how Jews were perceived by
other Southerners. I investigated how and why they came to their chosen cities and how
they fit into those communities generally. To understand these things, the thesis takes a
historical approach, and that is where my secondary sources come in. Mark K. Bauman
edited an anthology of Southern Jewish History called Dixie Diaspora that has proved
especially helpful in understanding the history of Southern Jews. His anthology is
designed to bridge a gap in American, Southern, religious, ethnic, and Jewish history. He
wants Jewish history to be examined in a larger spectrum because it has been largely
overlooked. When collecting essays for the anthology, Baum considered questions like;
Why did Jews leave their country of origin, particularly when they did? What drew
immigrants to America? How did the majority and minorities react to the Jewish
presence? How were Jews influenced by and how did they interact with the host society?
What was the role of Jewish religious leaders in the South? He divided the anthology
into five sections: Jews and Judaism, small-town life, business and governance,
interaction, and identity. He looks at where these subjects overlap, and he creates a
clearer look into Jewish history. Bauman understands the limits to research on Southern
Jews. For every fact that can be proven, there is an exception to the rule. He does not
see this as a problem, however. He sees this as an opportunity to allow for exceptions.
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nuances, and ambiguity, and he encourages readers to not draw absolute conclusions. He
is just trying to create a broader image for the Southern Jew. His study has provided an
inspiration for work on this thesis.

In order to see how Southern Jews fit into their Southern communities, one needs
to recognize there is no typical Southerner, no single image to describe a Southerner.
There are many. Jews had to find their place in these groups as any other individual
would. The media has provided us with a few general images to describe all Southerners,
usually focusing on the plantation, on a biracial black-white society, and on the Protestant
Bible Belt, but Jews cannot always fit into socially constructed norms. My thesis is an
attempt to see where Jews fit into the South and how their experiences intersect with
Southern history.

5
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CHAPTER I:
IDENTITY

In order to understand the Jewish experience in the American South, it is
important to understand how Jews see themselves. Do they see themselves as
Southerners, Jews, or a combination of both? How Jews represented themselves had a lot
to do with how non-Jewish Southerners interacted with them and how they understood
that Jews wanted to fit into their communities. Jews in the South have had a unique time
defining themselves. They have struggled to keep their Jewish roots while attempting to
assimilate into a larger non-Jewish community. Jews had to work very hard to maintain
their Jewishness while balancing their Southemness, and their non-Jewish neighbors had
a real impact on how Jews defined themselves within their communities.

Community as a Means of Identity

More than one million Jews, according to Stephen Whitfield, are “currently
dispersed throughout the South,” and they all experience a need to define themselves
within the region (Whitfield, 427). The type of Jewish community that they are exposed
to has a lot to do with the way they identify themselves. According to Valeria Gennaro
Lerda and Tjebbe Westendorp, Southern Jewish communities can range from “small
towns [where a Jew would be] among very few of their race or culture and exposed to
gentile influence and pressures towards acculturation” to “industrial cities of the New
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South” or “old traditional centers of Jewish settlement and culture”(Lerda and
Westendorp, 169-170). The Jewish culture in the South lacks density, and as a result.
Southern Jews are more susceptible to outside influences (Whitfield, 427-428).

In each community there are different levels of acceptance among its citizens, and
acceptance is a direct link to how Jews feel about themselves. Generally when a person
feels accepted there is a greater sense of“rootedness” within the community, and a
person that feels accepted will have a greater sense of identity within the region. This is
true ofthe Jews(Lerda and Westendorp, 169-170).

In early Jewish settlements in the American South, Jews primarily functioned as
peddlers, storekeepers, and merchants, and they created a real place for themselves in
their communities. Their neighbors relied on them for their services, and they were wellreceived by their fellow Southerners. Often the only real division experienced by Jews in
the South was between “early Jewish settlers and 19* century arrivals from Germany and
latecomers from Eastern Europe.” Jews competed in the South with already established
groups, and real rivalries were found between Jews and other Jews as opposed to Jews
and Protestants(Lerda and Westendorp, 169-170).

An Ancestry of Racial Debates

During the 1800s and 1900s in the American South, race was one of the most
important factors of one’s identity. Race determined social standing and acceptability
within communities. White Southerners believed that there was something inherent
about skin color that made a white person virtuous and a black person evil. Race brought
many implications with it. A person’s race determined, as Leonard Rogoff notes, “moral.
7

intellectual, and psychological character, the capability to be assimilated into civil society
and granted political rights” so it was very important to establish the Jews race correctly.
People praised them for their antiquity, and they were thought to have a racial purity that
would provide answers for other questionable race placements(Rogoff, 195-198).

In the American South, Jews were typically regarded as white, and there was not a
lot of racial tension with other whites. Most ofthe anti-Semitism they would have
encountered would be for economic or religious reasons (Rogoff, 200). Most prejudice
that Jews would have experienced would have been as a result of ignorance. Southerners
feared the unknown, and it was not a reflection of“the Jew next door.” Most ofthe time.
Southerners would not even harbor any real antagonism or resentment towards their
Jewish neighbors (Whitfield, 428). The Jewish race did not really exist in the South
because Southerners regarded Jews as a different class. Although the South had a racial
code, it also had a “code of hospitality” that was important to uphold because the
Southern Jewish people seemed white. The South was only concerned with where Jews
fit into the hierarchy of social place. In the 1870s interracial marriage was forbidden in
most Southern states, and racist ideals dominated the South. Jews were sensitive to black
stereotyping and oppression, but they were too small a minority to have any impact
socially, politically, or economically (Rogoff, 199-201, 204-205).

During the late nineteenth century, post-slavery, the South welcomed immigrants
to supplement the labor force and to ensure a continued idea of white dominance, but in
the early 1900s the South was prejudiced to the same immigrants. Since Jews could pass
as white, they were allowed into society to an extent. Polite society referred to them as a
“problem or question.” Jewish merchants had daily business dealings with white people.
8

but they would never be invited into the homes ofthose same white men. Southern Jews
were not allowed into certain clubs and resorts (Rogoff, 206-208).

Throughout the nation Americans regarded the Jew as dirty and different. The
country feared immigrants, and they tried to prevent too many from entering. Until the
1960s, Jews had to distinguish themselves from white people on admittance forms and in
common speech. White Southerners began to fear Jews because of their close
relationships with black people and how that would affect their ideas of white supremacy.
Jews served as the bridge between white and black culture, and it remained this way
throughout the segregated South (Rogoff, 210-212).

Southern Jews never agreed on a racial identity. Some wanted to call themselves
Jews, Hebrews, or Israelites, and they wanted to present themselves as Americans that
practiced a certain faith. Others thought that calling themselves Jews came with negative
connotations and a label of a Jewish race (Rogoff, 212, 215). Most Southern Jews
decided against labeling themselves as members of a distinct people pursuing claims of
national existence. They did not consider themselves a nation, and the Board of Beth
Israel in Houston, Texas, acknowledged a growing sentiment among Southern Jews when
they decreed in 1943;

“We are a religious community, and neither pray for nor anticipate a
return to Palestine...Our nation is the United States of America. Our
nationality is American. Our race is Caucasian. With regard to the Jewish
settlement in Palestine[,] we consider it our sacred privilege to promote
the spiritual, cultural, and social welfare of our co-religions there*'
(Bauman,435).
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Racial radicalism had surfaced in the late nineteenth century but eventually
declined until 1920 when the Ku Klux Klan refocused their attacks on Jews. By the
1920s immigrants’ rapid assimilation eased social tensions and provided for acceptance
of the Southern Jews. After the 1920s, the only people that regarded the Jewish people as
black stemmed from their support ofthe civil rights movement and the threat to white
supremacy (Rogoff, 212, 215, 217).
Although there were questions about where Jewish people fit into a racial
structure, most Jews were allowed into places where black people were denied access.
White people were sometimes hesitant in embracing Jewish Southerners, but Jews were
not generally treated poorly. Because ofthis relationship between races. Southern Jews
were likely to voice race pride and to assert themselves as members ofthe Jewish faith.
As they assimilated they became indistinguishable from non-Jewish whites and were
allowed into exclusively white areas without announcing their Jewishness. It has been a
difficult journey for the Jewish people on their quest to find a racial identity (Rogoff,
218-219).

Striving to be American in Pre-Civil War Southern Society

Early Jewish immigrants found the South to be an ideal place to settle their
families. They wanted to fit in, and they found the best way to relate to their Southern
neighbors was to focus on being perceived as an American. They wanted to overcome
nationalistic and ethnic boundaries, and using religion was a way to do that. Jews were
seen as religious people in a region where religion dominated every aspect of life. Other
Southerners viewed Jews as a religious people, and religion served as an equalizer
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between Southern Jews and Christians. They found common ground that furthered the
American identity”(Langston, 362).

One way for Jews to maintain an “American identity” was to participate in
American customs. Rabbis,for example, encouraged members of their congregations to
participate in Thanksgiving. Thanksgiving was not a holiday that held any religious
significance for Jewish people; therefore it did not seem like a holiday that Jews would
embrace. James K. Gutheim, rabbi of Reform congregation Temple Sinai of New
Orleans, Louisiana, emphasized that material prosperity was a blessing from God. He
had given them liberty and peace, and they should use their blessings to help those less
fortunate. According to Scott M. Langston, Thanksgiving could represent religion
through two common beliefs: “divine fatherhood and the protection of the nation.” These
ideals represented all Southerners, and they promoted national unity. Rabbis stressed that
Thanksgiving was a “celebration for the American people.” Jews were a part of that
American people,” and they had a duty to celebrate this national holiday as Americans
(Langston, 362, 364).

Another way for Jews to express their patriotism was to participate in the Civil
War. When Southern states began to secede from the Union, Southern Jews had to show
their allegiance to the Confederacy. Jews owned slaves, and they fought for the
Confederacy. They were concerned with preserving their way of life. Patriotism meant
taking an active involvement in what Southerners deemed was the American way of life.
and Jew’s “American identity” became a stronger “Southern identity.” It decreased the
religious boundaries experienced by Southern Jews. Jews had an American identity,
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shared with Jews across the nation, but during the Civil War,they embraced a Southern
patriotism (Langston, 363, 365).

Patriotism was very important to Southern Jews, but practicing their faith was
also important. Jews wondered whether observing the Jewish Sabbath would be seen as
unpatriotic. Sunday had been named the civil day of rest, but it was not named on a basis
of theology. America is not a Christian country, so Jews should have no problem
observing their Sabbath while maintaining their patriotism; however, many Jews thought
that assimilation was important and became indifferent to the Sabbath ceremony. Most
Americans saw the Jewish Sabbath as a day of work because America is structured
around the Christian majority (Langston, 365-366).

Jack Cristil is the football announcer for Mississippi State University, and he has
clearly experienced working on the Sabbath. He justifies his decision not to observe the
Sabbath by stating that he lives in a predominantly Christian country, therefore football is
played on Saturday. He had to make a living for himself and his family, and he had to
make sacrifices with his faith in order to do so. He makes up for not observing the
Sabbath in other ways. He is a lay leader at his temple in Tupelo, Mississippi, because
they do not have a permanent rabbi. He performs funerals and weddings for members of
his congregation because those events do not always happen at convenient times for
rabbis to be there. He works on the Sabbath, but Jack Cristil has found other ways to
maintain his Jewish faith {Shalom Y'all, 2003).
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Finding a Jewish Identity in a Baptist Dominated Society

In a region where Protestants dominate. Southern Baptists are the leading voice.
Southern Baptists had a difficult time accepting Jewish Southerners as a religious group
into their close-knit communities. In the words of Lowen McGraw and Eliza Russi,
Southerners viewed Jews “either negatively as the executioners of Jesus, or positively as
the model witnesses, waiting to be converted, and thereby signal the advent of the
Messiah’s Second Coming.” Researchers have argued that separating Jews from the rest
of the population as a religious group does not allow for them to assimilate in Southern
culture; however, others theorize that this very separation gives them “power” as a
religious group(McGraw and Russi, 209-210).

Eli Evans, a prominent author on the Southern Jewish experience, talks about the
philo-Semitism that his grandfather experienced in his Southern community. His
grandfather’s Christian neighbors used him as an expert on the Bible. They went to him
with their questions about scripture because Jews were seen as “people ofthe book.”
Southerners respected Jews for their devotion to their faith. Southerners in Evans’s
grandfather’s community loved Jews, and Jews could use their religion as a way to
interact with non-Jewish Southerners while establishing themselves in the community.
Evans believes that in the South it was more important to be religious than to belong to
any particular religion (Shalom Y’all, 2003).

Although the Jewish people generally are steadfast in their faith, Southern
Baptists were not deterred from trying to convert Southern Jews. They respected Jews
for their dedication to the Word of God, and they found them to be “synonymous with
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Jesus.” The Southern Baptist Convention wanted to be more connected to Jesus, and they
thought they could absorb some ofthe Jewish faith by converting them. They used
“terminology that emphasiz[ed] the Jewishness of[their] faith” in order to appeal to
Southern Jews. Southern Baptists believed, in the words of McGraw and Russi, the
Jewish people to be valuable to them and their quest to behold Jesus “whether the Jews
represent stone-throwing apostates or Jesus’s brethren”(McGraw and Russi, 210, 212).

Southern Baptists built valuable relationships with the Jewish people, and they
tried to provide a welcoming environment for Southern Jews. Southern Baptists prided
themselves on being gentlemen, and McGraw and Russi state that they tried to “place
Southemness above differences in religion.” They believed the Jewish people that
migrated to the South were a better class of people than the immigrants in other parts of
the United States. Southern Baptists believed that treating the Jews in this way would
allow for an easier conversion process. They wanted to build a better society, and
building better people was the way to achieve a better society. Conversion ofthe Jewish
people to the Southern Baptist Convention would make them better people.
Understanding Judaism was the key to conversion, and the Southern Baptist Convention
made it a mission to understand the Jewish faith. Southern Jews responded with
respectful opposition. They believed America to be a country that believed in the idea of
pluralism. They understood that it was in the Baptists’ nature to want to convert people
to their beliefs, but the Jews thought it was causing unnecessary tension between the
religious groups that could not possibly help build a better society. The Jewish people
believed that their beliefs were being threatened, and they did not respond to the idea of
conversion well. Southern Baptists feel as if their responsibilities lie in mission work and
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conversion, and they have not stopped trying to convert the Jews. Within the last ten
years a revitalized conversion campaign has started; however, the Jews will not be
swayed. They remain one ofthe most steadfast religious groups, and their strong faith
allows them to stay strong against opposition(McGraw and Russi, 211-213, 215-216).

Southern Acceptance through Assimilation

South Carolina was the first state to grant Jews full citizenship. They were able to
vote and gained the right to hold office. They took part in political life and served as
leaders of their communities. They wanted to show their acculturation by acting as
model citizens and spokesmen for their southern communities. Taking an active role in
politics was the first way that Jews made an effort to assimilate into the region (Lerda and
Westendorp, 181).

Jews were often prevented from joining social clubs that had many white
members because ofthe religion; however, Jews in larger Southern commumties had the
good fortune of having large enough Jewish populations to create their own
organizations. Jews established their own country clubs, fraternities and sororities, and
friendship circles, but there was division amongst these groups as well. Membership
usually depended upon which synagogue a family joined. Despite membership in these
organizations, Jews often strived to not seem ""too Jewish.” They did not want to seem
any less patriotic than any other Southerner, and many refrained from participating in too
many Old World traditions. They were very concerned with not antagonizing non-Jews
because they wanted to be accepted within their communities (Whitfield, 429-430).
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Southerners are known for participating in religious activities, and Jews were no
different. They wanted to involve themselves in their practices as much as their
Protestant neighbors. Southern Jews are more likely to attend synagogue than Jews
outside the region just as Southern Protestants are more likely to attend church than those
outside the region. Herein lies a paradox, and John Shelton Reed made note ofthis
paradox by stating that: “By being more Southem-that is, by participating in organized
religious activities-Southem Jews are at the same time more Jewish.” Sometimes their
desire and efforts to fit in made them stand out even more than before (Whitfield, 431432).

White Southerners had a tendency to perceive anyone the slightest bit different
from them as an outsider, and Jews were often given this distinction. White Southerners
were suspicious of anyone who might serve as “an agent of change.” Protestants living in
the Deep South were mainly farmers, and they experienced the decline in agricultural
society in the early 1900s. Jews served as bankers and merchants during this time, and
farmers saw them as the cause ofthe economic changes that they were experiencing.
According to Valeria Gennaro Lerda and Tjebbe Westendoip, Jewish bankers and
merchants were met with some hostility because “economic stagnation and the decline in
the rural and small-town South [was] frequently blamed on conspiracies of urban Jews”
(Lerda and Westendorp, 174).

In order for Southern Jews to avoid hostility and prejudice, they made their best
efforts to assimilate. There was a very high rate of intermarriage that resulted in a large
decline in the Jewish population of many Southern states. In Mississippi, intermarriage
caused a drop of fifty percent in the already small Jewish population in the state in the
16

twentieth century. Jews also sought changes in their religious practices so that they could
be perceived more like their fellow Southerners. A Reformed Judaism movement in
southern communities resulted in changes in rituals. Jewish rituals now employed organ
music, English language, and hymns during services, and Jewish and Christian religious
ceremonies grew more and more alike (Lerda and Westendorp, 177, 181).

Modern Jews Seeking a Modern Identity

In his documentary film,Shalom Y’all, Brian Bain explores the contemporary
South to investigate those Jewish communities that have undergone much assimilation.
After speaking with a number of Jewish people in the South, he concludes that most
people use more than one indicator to explain their Southern identity. He finds that the
Jews living in the South cannot “see themselves as anything but Southern and Jewish”
{Shalom Y’all 2003). They do not identify more with one or the other because both are
important to them. Both Jewish and Southern traditions are applied to their everyday
lives, and both cultures share in defining their identities. The South has embraced them
and their religious culture, and they are proud to embrace both identities. The Jews in the
South have a lot ofrespect for their collective Southern Jewish community, but it is
unfortunate that the Jewish population declined in the mid-twentieth century.

Still, in many cities a number ofstores and restaurants carry products that allow
Jews to keep kosher. The Kroger grocery store in Atlanta, Georgia, uses Rabbi Allan
Schwartz to bless food in their deli. People can shop for kosher food while asking for
guidance from the rabbi, and they never need to leave the store. Rabbi Schwartz has
given up a typical congregation to be a kosher butcher for local Jewish families. The
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Varsity restaurant is an Atlanta landmark, and it now provides kosher options. The
Varsity is famous for its hotdogs, and its employees have learned how to make their chili
and other sides kosher so that Jewish customers can still have the “Varsity experience.”
The restaurant has also started catering large kosher parties; by recognizing the
restrictions of Judaism, non-Jews respect their religion through providing those
alternatives. Bain found that many Southerners respect Jews because they are people of
God’s word and rely on scripture. Bain also found that the South was an easy place for
Jewish people to flock to because the South had such a respect for religion and was so
welcoming. It was easier for them to acclimate, and he argues they were not even seen as
Jewish people after a time. It was easy for the Jews to build a thriving commumty
because there was acceptance and opportunity in the American South. It is unfortunate
that the Jewish community is not as large in the South as it once was, but there is still the
same level of acceptance and respect for Jews in the South as there was when the Jewish
population was much more prominent {Shalom Y’all 2003).

Southern Jews have attempted to assimilate in many ways in order to thrive
within their communities; however, they have ultimately preserved their traditions while
making a life for themselves in the South. Their communities grew smaller, but there
remained a presence in the South. They have earned respect throughout the region for
their ability to persevere, lead, and accommodate in times that were not always
promising. The South has definitely affected the way Jews view themselves, and it has
also given provided them with a rich culture to add to their identities.
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CHAPTER II:
SMALL TOWN LIFE

In order to further understand the Jewish experience in the American South, it is
important to see how Jews functioned in their small towns and why the Jewish population
that was once thriving ultimately declined. This chapter attempts to explain how Jews
worked and lived in small Southern places where their non-Jewish neighbors often saw
them as minorities. They had to learn to assimilate and prove themselves an asset to their
communities, and they often did this while serving as a bridge between races. Jews were
able to have a unique relationship with all races in the South while they served everyone
with their general stores and their different businesses. They were important in their
community, and they found it easy to build their families in the region; however,the
Jewish population in small Southern towns grew smaller and smaller as a number of
factors affected Jews and aided in their decline. The chapter will assess both antiSemitism and reasons the South accepted Jews.

European Jews had a legacy of living in small communities, and when they
immigrated to the United States it seemed only natural to recreate those kinds of places.
Many European Jews moved to the South because they enjoyed the kind of life that they
had in Europe and thought that they could find it in the region. They worked “in skilled
or semi-skilled occupations, selling goods, or acting as go-betweens in rural economies*'
in Europe, according to Mark K. Bauman, and they could easily find jobs in these areas
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in the South. The United States had a large Jewish population in the North with a much
more urban setting, but many brave Jews chose to live away from larger Jewish
populations and continue to live in the way that they were accustomed (Bauman, 105).

Southern Jewish communities began as single men traveled to Southern towns on
business. Jewish communities did not typically become settled until a town, in Bauman’s
words,“demonstrated economic viability,” but there were many different reasons why a
man chose a town to settle in. After they had chosen to settle a town,they brought their
families and business partners. It was not uncommon for a Jewish commumty to grow in
a Southern town from a few extended families and neighbors from the same European
town. In order for a town to have a recognized Jewish population, Bauman points to a
few things that a town must have: “a viable Jewish core population [because it] was
necessary for a cemetery,[a] benevolent society, and minyan (traditionally a quorum of
ten men required for formal services)”(Bauman, 105).

Jews tended to follow a pattern of“ethnic clustering” when settling a community.
When their small towns grew into cities and expanded, they would move their Jewish
institutions into surrounding suburbs. Although Eastern European Jews and Central
European Jews tended to disagree on certain elements ofthe Jewish faith. Eastern
European Jews typically settled where Central European Jews had already established
communities. They did not usually want to move to a town without Jews. These
communities experienced a lot of in- and out-migration because a town that had
economic opportunities and an active Jewish presence was so appealing to new Jewish
immigrants. New immigrants led to larger and more active Jewish populations that
helped keep Jewish institutions operating; however, Bauman states that different forms of
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Judaism in one community could cause problems in “ritual observance, power, and ways
of relating to the general community”(Bauman, 105-106).

Jewish Immigrants Find a New Home

Central European Jews, or German Jews,found the American South to be a very
welcoming place. They were the first to settle many Jewish communities, and they
brought large numbers with them. They were able to create a life in the South. They
became pillars of their communities, and many German Jews found acceptance in
politics. They served as political leaders v^thin their communities. They also found great
success in business. They opened department stores that, according to Lee Shai
Weissbach,“were among the most important mercantile establishments in one small
Southern town after another.” They integrated into American society, but they refused to
give up their Jewish beliefs. They made a name for themselves within their communities
and they found the transition fi-om Europe to America to be an easy one (Weissbach, 108109).

German Jews became a part ofthe Reform movement when they adopted Reform
Judaism practices early after emigrating. In the early twentieth century, seventy-three
percent of Jewish congregations practiced Reform Judaism in small Southern towns
They aligned themselves with the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, and most
communities only had a Reform congregation. For Jewish immigrants, belonging to a
different Jewish faith would prove difficult within small Southern communities
(Weissbach, 109-110).
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Jews from Eastern Europe began to emigrate in larger numbers in the first half of
the twentieth century, and they found that moving to an already established Jewish
community in the American South was the easiest transition. Their arrival caused many
Jewish populations to grow into the thousands, and they kept many communities from
collapsing. Some East European Jews arrived in the South because they were sent by the
Industrial Removal Office. The Industrial Removal Office was established as a way to
“resettle immigrants in locations beyond the major cities ofthe Atlantic seaboard,”
according to Weissbach. It wanted to disperse Jews across the nation so there would not
be too many Jews in any one location. It sent representatives into Jewish communities
throughout the South in order to scout out the best locations for immigrants to move.
Jews were sent to communities of all sizes throughout the South, but not every Jew was
happy with his or her new situation. Many Jews did not stay in the communities where
the Industrial Removal Office sent them. Some were far away from the friends and
family that they knew, and some wanted the life and opportunities to be gained in a
larger, more urban setting. Some had a hard time communicating with their neighbors
because of language barriers. Many East European Jews spoke Yiddish in their daily life,
and it further alienated them in small Southern communities. Although not every Jew
found their placement to be adequate, most Jews moved from larger American cities to
small Southern communities with ease (Weissbach, 110, 112, 117-118, 122).

For East European Jews that were not sent to the South by the Industrial Removal
Office, most moved to the South based on economic opportunities that they had learned
of Relatives or acquaintances that were already established in the South would relay
opportunities to Jews looking to move. Because family generally helped other family
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members immigrate, most Jews tended to settle where their family already lived. This
resulted in most members of Jewish communities in the South being related to one
another(Weissbach 118-119).
Orthodox Jews in a Reformed South

Although many East European Jews moved to communities that were
predominantly settled by German Reform Jews,they still wanted to practice an Orthodox
faith. A few families would band together in order to establish their own East European
Jewish communities, and they founded their own,in Weissbach’s words,“set of
communal institutions and their own social milieu.” They created their own small
community within the larger German Jewish community. They had to establish
congregations that functioned alongside the Reform congregations because they did not
feel comfortable straying from the Orthodox faith. They also tended to live around each
other and work together. There was a divide between the two sets of Jews that often
resulted in uneasiness or antagonism (Weissbach, 119-121).
East European Jews felt that the Orthodox faith was important, and they did not
want to convert to the Reform faith. In order for them to practice the Orthodox faith East
European Jews had to establish a number of different parts of the infrastructure of their
community so that they could participate in Orthodox practices. They had to establish
synagogues, make kosher meat available, and provide for a mikvah (ritual bath). They
established their own Orthodox cemeteries. They did everything that they could to
maintain an Orthodox lifestyle; however, it did not always come easily. They had to
make compromises. They often could not use Saturday as a day for personal observance
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because they had to keep their stores open. It was also difficult to keep kosher in smaller
Southern towns(Weissbach, 120-121).

East European Jews have not had as much recognition within their Southern
communities as German Reform Jews because they were not seen as often as leaders of
the community. East European Jews generally kept to themselves as a group, and they
often started out as peddlers and later became merchants, small-scale business owners, or
clerks. They did not find themselves in the political realm like their German counterparts
(Weissbach, 126).

The Decline of Orthodox Jews in the South

Over time East European Jews in the South found it difficult to maintain their
Orthodox lifestyle. Their communities began to grow smaller, and they had to adopt a
wide range of religious philosophies” in order to continue their lifestyles, according to
Weissbach. They slowly began to stray from Orthodoxy completely. When the first
generation of East European immigrants died out in small town communities. Orthodoxy
in the South virtually vanished in many areas. Orthodox congregations were not
completely wiped out in the South. They still had flourishing congregations in many
large Southern cities, but small town Orthodox presence was not significant. The
Orthodox populations of the few small Southern towns that still had congregations were
less than one hundred people, and they did not have permanent rabbis. Orthodox Jews
that were serious about their faith began to move out of their small towns in an attempt to
have a more traditional lifestyle based in Orthodoxy. They went to places where their
needs could be better met. Small town Orthodox Jews that chose not to move out of the
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South usually adopted Reform ideals because that movement, in Weissbach’s words,“left
behind the militant assimilationism of its Classic phase.” East European Jews began to
feel more comfortable with Reform Judaism and they adopted it “as the philosophy of
their congregation.” Reform Jewish congregations absorbed most of the Orthodox Jews
that were left in small Southern towns(Weissbach, 129-131, 134-135).

The Decline of the Small Town Jewish Population

For a time, the Jewish population in the South steadily increased. Retirement
migration led many Northern Jews to Southern communities after World War II, and they
were met with high economic statuses. Jews were pillars of Southern society, and
Northern Jews migrated south to be a part of the growing middle- and upper-middle
class; however, Jewish migration to the South did not last. Over time the blossoming
Jewish population in the South began to decline. Large congregations like the ones in
Savannah, Charleston, and New Orleans began to see less Jewish faces in the community.
Many factors contributed to the changes in the Jewish population as summarized by Ira
M. Sheskin: “the history of anti-Semitism in the South, the changing occupational
structure of southern Jews, the intermarriage and assimilation of the southern Jewish
population, and the general population decline ofsmall southern towns.” With so many
factors against Jews in the South, it was hard for them to sustain their populations
(Sheskin, 165-166, 175).

Theories of Decline

There are four theories that Sheskin points to as to why the Jewish population in
small Southern communities ultimately declined over time: “the Anti-Semitism Theory,
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the Employment Theory, the Assimilation Theory, and the General Decline Theory.
These factors contributed to the uneasiness that many Southern Jews felt throughout the
region, and they all played a role in the eventual outmigration of many Jewish families
from the South (Sheskin, 177).
The first reason for the decline of Jews in small Southern towns is anti-Semitism.
Anti-Semitism existed in varying degrees throughout the South. Some Jews that
experienced anti-Semitism in smaller communities would rather move away from the
region than feel unwelcome in their homes. Anti-Semitism was not a threat to every
Jewish family, but it could be a real danger. In 1913, a Jewish man named Leo Frank
was lynched in Atlanta. He was accused of murdering a fourteen-year-old girl, and he
was ultimately convicted. Twenty-five men abducted Frank from his cell and hanged
him during his appeals process. In 1986 a witness came forward to exonerate Frank. Leo
Frank died in vain at the hands of anti-Semitism. Jews did not want to live in a hostile or
unsafe environment, and they left their small towns to find acceptance in larger Jewish
communities(Sheskin, 177-178).
Another reason for the decline ofthe Jewish population throughout the region was
changes in employment opportunities. Jewish immigrants worked as merchants because
they did not have any experience in farming. They opened stores in their Southern
communities hoping that their children would take over family businesses; however,
Jewish children did not always want to follow in their parents’ footsteps. They went to
college and often experienced life outside of the South in larger Jewish communities.
Their degrees offered them a place in professional occupations, and they did not want to
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return to their minority status in their small hometowns. They moved to bigger cities
where they could get better jobs(Sheskin, 181).

The rate and consequences of assimilation are another factor that led to the
decline in the Southern Jewish population. Southern Jews felt that assimilation was very
important. They saw themselves as Southerners before anything else, and they readily
participated in their community. Many Jews found that the best way to assimilate was to
intermarry. There was a lack of Jewish mates in many small towns, and Jews had no
choice but to marry their Christian neighbors. After younger generations of Jews began
to intermarry at a much higher rate than the first immigrants, many Jewish-bom
individuals stopped practicing Judaism. They would raise their children outside of
Judaism. Small towns could not maintain their congregations when so many Jews
stopped practicing because ofintermarriage. There was no longer a steady population to
keep the Jewish faith active in the community (Sheskin, 182).

The last major cause ofthe decline ofthe Southern Jewish population reflects the
regional trend of Southern outmigration. Individuals throughout the South tended to
move away from the region at times in order to find opportunities outside of the South,
and Jewish Southerners were not immune to this trend (Sheskin, 183).
Anti-Semitism Considered

The issue of negative feeling by non-Jews toward Jews needs further
consideration. Americans have always exhibited a feeling of intolerance or bigotry
towards outsiders when they feel threatened, especially when the outsiders symbolize
change within their communities. They fear changes in social norms and economic
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standing connected to industrialization and urbanization. Jewish immigrants were seen as
a threat to the economy in American. Individuals thought that their growing presence
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many communities disrupted the social and economic standings of other Americans.
Americans did not know if the Jewish immigrants could be trusted. They were outsiders,
and they represented, in the words of Howard N. Rabinowitz,“allegedly radical
ideas...different religious values...and alleged racial differences”(Rabinovritz, 272).

The American South had its fair share of prejudices, but Southerners by no means
singled out the Jews. They were naturally suspicious of anyone different from
themselves. Anti-Semitism was present throughout the South in different degrees, and
according to Rabinowitz, there are four main ways anti-Semitism manifested itself:
“verbal or written criticisms...that included the dissemination of vicious stereotypes;
calls for laws restricting Jewish immigration or influence; violence against individual
Jews; and de facto social and economic discrimination.” As part of a national trend,
Americans restricted Jews from belonging to elite social clubs and neighborhoods and
established quotas at major universities to limit Jewish enrollment(Rabinowitz, 273).
However difficult Southerners made the lives oftheir Jevrish neighbors, the
South was generally much less hostile towards Jewish immigrants than the Northeast or
the Mid-West. The Mid-West made efforts to identify the United States as a Christian
nation. Had the Mid-Wesfs attempts succeeded, it would have been almost impossible
for a Jewish immigrant to make a life anywhere in America. Jews felt the brunt of
economic discrimination in the North as Jewish bankers and businessmen were turned
into scapegoats for turns in the economy. Jews were the enemy in the nation, but the
South was significantly less anti-Semitic than other regions. In the South, anti-Semitism
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was not the result of being seen as an enemy but just a result of Jews being different jfrom
the status quo (Rabinowitz, 276-277).

There was a widespread feeling throughout the nation that Jews should somehow
be excluded for being different, and the South was willing to follow the nation’s trends.
Southerners did not always want to associate themselves with members of a group unlike
their own. Although there was a widespread feeling of anti-Semitism throughout the
region, not every feeling was acted on. Discrimination against Jews varied throughout
the region; therefore, Jews found it in their best interest to integrate themselves into their
Southern communities(Rabinowitz, 272-273).

Reasons Why the South Welcomed Jews

Scholars now see the South as the least anti-Semitic region in America, and there
are three main reasons for the seemingly welcoming atmosphere exhibited there.
Rabinovvdtz points to “structural factors, the presence of other targets for prejudice, and
the conscious actions of Southern Jews themselves.” These factors allowed for Jews to
be received by Southerners in a more positive way than elsewhere in the nation
(Rabinowitz, 277).

Structural factors are the most obvious reasons for the tolerant environment in the
South. Jewish immigrants established their homes early and widely. Many Jewish
families were among founding members oftowns across the South. They commanded
respect and acceptance because they were present in many communities from the
beginning. Jewish immigrants also established communities throughout the South. They
were not concentrated in any one area, so they posed less of a threat. Most families lived
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in rural areas where they could fill a necessary role for the Southern economy. Jews in
other regions were interested in finding a place in corporations or professions that would
challenge their Christian neighbors’ places. Instead Southern Jews chose not to compete
with their neighbors, and they created family businesses (Rabinowitz, 278). Eli N. Evans
recalls his experiences with Jewish-owned businesses throughout his community in The
Provincials. His father owned the largest Jewish store, and Evans spent his entire
childhood roaming the building. His father wanted him to learn the business, and
Evans’s ambition was to follow in his father’s footsteps. Evans was not unlike other
Jewish boys in his community. Jews served the community, and everyone was welcome
in their stores (Evans, 20-34). White Southerners did not have much to fear from Jews
from an economic standpoint, and they showed more hospitality to their Jewish neighbors
because they did not pose a threat(Rabinowitz, 278).

Jews also found the South to be more welcoming to their group as a whole
because of racial tensions already existing in the South. Racial tension between white
Southerners and African Americans was so prevalent that there was no time for any real
widespread discrimination against Jews. Jews did not represent the most threatening
differences in their communities, and they were able to escape prejudices because they
looked more like their Christian neighbors than African Americans did (Rabinowitz,
278). Jews owned and operated general stores that were staples in small towns across the
South. They operated on credit, and they made it possible for local farmers to buy things
all of the time. They served both black and white customers, and Jewish stores were
really the only ones that could get away with selling to both. Clifton Taulbert, a black
man that grew up in the Mississippi Delta, recalled his experiences in Jewish general
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stores. He recalls that his town would double in size on Saturdays because the field
hands did not have to work and they wanted to spend the day shopping and spending time
with friends and families. He recalls many black field hands being able to walk into
Jewish stores and make purchases. He even remembers one black lady that was
employed in a Jewish general store. There was something unique about Jews in the
Mississippi Delta, and they could escape racial tension where other whites could not.
Jews served as a link between black and white because they were somewhere in the
middle socially {Delta Jews, 1999).

Although Southern Jews did not have large enough populations in most
communities to pose a threat and looked enough like their Christian neighbors to blend in
at first sight, they understood the need to assimilate in order to maintain peace in their
communities. Southern Jews typically followed the status quo. They especially chose
not to stray far from popular opinion when it came to race. They were slaveholders and
fought for the Confederacy. They joined White Citizens Councils in the twentieth
century (Rabinowitz, 279). Hodding Carter III, a former editor ofthe Delta-Democrat
Times, recounted a story about a Jewish man that joined a White Citizens Council and
encouraged the rest of his congregation to join. He did not want his congregation to
become isolated, and he was worried that everyone would “start to remember that they
were Jews and not Southerners.” Jimmy Himelstein, a Jew from Moorhead, Mississippi,
spoke of an anonymous pamphlet written by a Jew and distributed by the White Citizens
Council as a method of recruitment. Every Jew in the Mississippi Delta wondered who
wrote it. and many were glad that someone did because they were beginning to realize
their marginality as a people {Delta Jew, 1999).
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Southern Jews made public statements that distanced themselves from Northern
Jews that had a larger role in the Civil Rights Movement. Jews in the Mississippi Delta
disliked the Northern Jews that promoted integration, and they felt that “the only thing
they had in common was religion,” according to the documentary film. Delta Jew {Delta
Jew, 1999). They hesitated to publicly sympathize with African Americans even if
sympathy reflected their private opinions. They did not want to do anything that would
jeopardize their social standing because they did not want to be the new target of
discrimination. Southern Jews chose to conform (Rabinowitz, 279).

Southern Jews also tried to conform by toning down their religion. Maureen
Lipnick, a Jewish woman from Indianola, Mississippi, explains that in her commumty
most Jews abandoned their Orthodox ways. It was just too hard to maintain strict rituals
in her community, and many Jews easily let go of those rituals {Delta Jews, 1999).
Reform Rabbis banned skull caps and held services on Sunday mornings. Their services
were altered by removing Hebrew from the liturgy and emphasizing a connection to
Christianity. In a region where religion is so important, Jews wanted to mimic Christian
services so that they were not seen as outsiders. They tried to “Christianize” themselves
in an effort to become more “Southern”(Rabinowitz, 279-280).

Many Jews in the nineteenth and twentieth century thus carried out new lives as
immigrants in a predominantly small town South. While Orthodox and Reform families
could be found, the former declined as small town Jews searched for way to coexist with
their Christian neighbors, and the Reform faith seem to offer the best way to do that.
Issues of assimilation were central to Jews living in small towns, where they usually
became respected figures but a small minority of the overall population. The faced anti32

Semitism, but other factors promoted their assimilation and also the decline in their
I

numbers by the late twentieth century.
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CHAPTER III:
ORGANIZATION OF FAITH

Among the most important aspects of southern Jewish life were the specifically
religious dimensions. Jews in the south became Southerners through faithfully practicing
their faith, but regional developments were part of a developing American Jev^dsh life as
well. This chapter focuses on Jewish religious leadership and efforts of rabbis to gain a
degree of unity in facing the challenges of American life. A strong American Jewish
identity contributed to Southern Jewish efforts to assimilate into regional life while
maintain a Jewish identity.

With people immigrating to different areas ofthe United States and practicing
different styles of the Jewish faith, it was hard for the Jewish people to come together as a
united front. Rabbis and other Jewish religious leaders saw the negative impact that
divisions were having on their people, and they wanted to change it. Rabbis held
conferences in order to achieve “mutual co-operation, encouragement, and support.”
They, including rabbinical leaders from the South, met as leaders of their faith, and they
voiced their opinions and aired their grievances about the way their faith was progressing
in America on a national scale. According to Gary P. Zola, they discussed the “need for
liturgical reform[.] the goals and objectives of contemporary Jewish education[,] and a
wide range of ritual and philosophical questions.” They wanted unity, but unity could
only be achieved through the establishment of a permanent rabbinical organization.
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Despite many attempts to form a permanent organization, Rabbis met with many
obstacles, as noted by Zola, that made their goals difficult including: “ideological
discord, geographical isolation, and a series ofintense rabbinical rivalries. Rabbis met
these challenges, recognizing the essential need for organization ofthe Jewish faith. The
Jewish population in America continued to grow in the late nineteenth century, and with
them came more and more rabbis and other religious leaders. The population growth also
brought more diversity in the Jewish faith. A permanent rabbinical organization went
from being a good idea to a necessity for Jews in America. They needed a way to
communicate with each other, and they needed a governing body to unite the Jewish
people (Zola, 33-34). Unfortunately divisions over faith practices led to rifts in
rabbinical organizations. Southerners ultimately wanted to create their own organization,
and in order to understand the South’s group one must understand what was happening
on a national scale.

The biggest issue of dissent that Jews in America faced was the issue of religious
reform. There were two schools ofthought associated with reformation or progression of
the faith into modem times: one believed in religious reform with moderation and the
other believed in a more modem,progressive approach towards reform. Creating an
organization that represented both groups was the biggest goal of religious leaders.
Conservatives feared that working with more radical groups would lead to a “Reform
uniformity,’' and they wanted to avoid extensive changes in their synagogues. Reformers
felt that conservatives' opposition to change would only hold back the Jewish people.
Organizers had to find a way to bridge the gap between the two groups if they wanted
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their efforts to succeed. They promoted their organization, according to Zola, as a way
to;

“promote brotherly feeling and harmony among its members,to be helpful
by mutual counsel without fettering individual opinion, and to strive by
fHendly union and co-operation to advance and strengthen the best
interests of Judaism without interference with congregational autonomy.”

They assured prospective members that an orgamzation to unite all facets of Judaism
would not serve as a vehicle to change congregations. They did not want to take any
group’s independence. They merely wanted to portray a muted front for Judaism in the
United States (Zola, 35-36).

Creating a Southern Organization

Southern rabbis that had spent time in the North saw how closely Jews related to
one another in the region. Jews in the North were in much more concentrated areas, and
it was easier for religious leaders to regularly meet with each other to discuss issues
regarding the Jewish faith. They met to discuss “projects relating to Jewish communal
welfare,” and their organization allowed them to get much more done as a group than
they would have been able to get done separately. Southern rabbis wanted to follow the
leads ofthose Northern rabbis and start a Jewish organization for religious leaders in the
South. They created the Southern Conference in 1885 (Zola, 39).
Gary P. Zola notes that the Southern Conference had four main objectives:

“1) The interchange of opinions and views on all subjects appertaining to
the functions ofthe rabbinical office.
2) The fostering and promoting of literary work relating to Judaism and its
history.
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3)The promoting of‘fraternal feelings’ among the members ofthe
Conference.
4)The organizing and administration of congregational religious schools
‘in accordance with approved methods.

These goals expressed the Southern Conference’s desire to work with the conferences in
the North. They wanted to unite their efforts and function as one body. The Southern
Conference’s motto was “union, peace, and progress,” and leaders wanted their motto to
extend to all Jews throughout the nation. Their first meetings almost mirrored the
agendas of conferences in the North. For example. Southern leaders decided to ratify a
resolution showing their “support and sympathy” for the Alliance Israelite Universelle.
Northern conferences had already discussed their support for the organization, and the
South was following along. The Southern Conference also voted to have its secretary
establish relations with the secretary in the North, Zola notes, in order to “request an
interchange of views and opinions.” The South wanted to be as successful as the North,
and it wanted to work with Northerners in order to achieve that success (Zola, 39-41).

The Controversial Pittsburgh Platform Affects the South

In November of 1895, Kaufmarm Kohler presented his Northern conference with
a controversial platform: the Pittsburgh Platform. It called for Jews to adopt more
modem approaches to their faith. It was an effort to do away with Jewish laws that had
no moral basis and were merely rituals. It was hard to perform many strict Jewish rituals
in America, and the Pittsburgh Platform wanted to move Jews into modem times. The
platform discussed the merits of a conference that was meant to unite the Jewish people
uniformly regardless of faith discipline versus a conference that promoted reformation
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within the faith. Jewish leaders in the North were divided on the subject. Some only
wanted unity of all Jewish people and wanted to represent the Jewish people as a whole.
Some agreed with the promotion of a Reformed Judaism to make their religion progress.
Some only saw Reformed Judaism as an abandonment ofthe rituals that make their faith
(Zola, 41-44).

Southern Jews embraced the Pittsburgh Platform. They lived as a minority in the
South, and they saw the merits ofreformation and progression oftheir faith practices.
Southerners had a different experience than Jews in the North. Southern Jews were more
open to change because ofthe assimilation they practiced every day. They respected the
rabbis that approved ofthe Pittsburgh Platform, and they began to implement some of its
ideals into their own conference. According to Zola, the Southern Conference ratified a
number of resolutions that Northern conferences would not support including:

“1. They appointed a committee to discuss how their group could best
achieve ‘uniformity in textbooks and prayerbooks’ for their synagogues
and schools.
2. Recognizing the success of the Hebrew Union College and the ‘able,
unselfish[,] and faithful labor of its President and faculty,’ they passed a
resolution pledging themselves to a ‘full measure’ of‘moral support to the
Union of American Hebrew Congregations and the HUC.’
3. The Southerners ‘subjected the principles enunciated by the Pittsburgh
Conference to an anxious and rigorous examination’ and decided that
‘they are in harmony with the spirit ofProgressive Judaism and must be
regarded as the inferences made by Jewish teachers from the oldest
conceptions of faith.
^99

There was a unity in the Southern Conference, not experienced in the North, which
allowed the Pittsburgh Platform to be widely accepted. Members were willing to support
reform religious practices, and they were free to make their own choices. They were not
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forced to abandon any of their beliefs or practices. The Southern Conference simply
wanted to unite their people and see their faith progress, and Southern Jews had faith in
the direction their religious leaders were guiding them (Zola, 44-45).

The Central Conference of American Rabbis

The Pittsburgh Platform began to appeal to a wider range of Jews throughout the
nation. Jews in the Midwest and West took cues from Southern Jews and adopted the
Pittsburgh Platform’s ideals. The Platform supported a “universalist message,” and Jews
in the South, Midwest, and West could relate to its message because they lived in much
smaller communities than Jews in the North. Jews in these regions were an isolated
minority, and they wanted to feel a connection and common bond to other Jews. Rabbis
in these communities took this sentiment and used it to create the Central Conference of
American Rabbis in 1890. Members of the Southern Conference joined in this effort
because they supported a broader approach to their efforts. The Central Conference of
American Rabbis absorbed the Southern Conference and smaller conferences like it, and
the new conference resulted in a national constituency. The Central Conference of
American Rabbis decided on a new agenda for their organization in order to further
Judaism:

“1. The united rabbis of America have a right and duty to produce a
uniform of worship for all our houses of worship.
2. The united rabbis have the duty to provide a catechism for the Sabbathschools on the same principle with the ritual.
3. The united rabbis should give fresh impulses to the study of the
literature of Israel.
4. Whatever the individual could not or should not do, and yet ought to be
done in support of Israel’s mission...the Conference could and should do.’*
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The Central Conference of American Rabbis was committed to religious reform,
and it
it used the Pittsburgh Platform as a model. Reform Jews and Orthodox Jews came
together

to discuss matters of study and noncontroversial matters of common concern.

Rabbis associated with this conference had a common vision for the progression of
, ● ^ and Southerners especially saw the merits in reform. They wanted to move
Judaism,
forward by “adopting principle, prescribing curricula, and developing liturgical
uniformity that befitted their day and age,” according to Zola. Southerners lived in a
unique landscape as Jews. They had to make a special effort to maintain Jewish life in
the South because they lived in a “non-Jewish landscape.” Joining the Central
Conference of American Rabbis was a way for Southern Jews to make Judaism a strong
presence

throughout the region (Zola,47-49).

Jewish Ecumenism

Rabbis encouraged their congregations to tolerate other religions because every
religion served a need. According to Scott M. Langston, Jewish scripture supported the
idea of“lov[ing] our neighbors as ourselves.” This idea provided a way to deal with
religious pluralism in the South. They could respect other religious views without
straying from their own. Loving thy neighbor as oneself is an ideal that Christians also
live by. After the “foundational principals oftheir religion” were claimed as a Jewish
ideal, Christians began to see a close connection between the two religions. They found
that they could cooperate because they had so much in common. They respected each
other's opinions, and they were able to further their religious and civil liberties
(Langston, 376-377).
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Although Jews were tolerant, they often were told that other religions fell short of
Judaism. Rabbi Max I leller. Gutheim's successor at Temple Sinai in New Orleans,
Louisiana, described the role of the Jewish faith as *‘suit[ing] most, fit[ting] highest
intelligences, lil't| ing] them up and progress[ing] with us.” He felt that all religions
contained elements of the truth, but none compared to Judaism. Judaism did not contain
every truth, but it was the closest of all religions (Langston, 372).

Sabbath Obsen ance Leagues

Southern Jews carried out their ecumenical beliefs through the specific issue of
Sabbath observ ance. Observing the Sabbath is an important part of many religions, and
the Jewish faith was one of them. Rabbis began to notice, though, that Jews were not
taking the time to observe the Sabbath regularly, and it was hindering their ability to
achieve ‘'moral elevation of man through physical rest, according to Scott M. Langston.
Rabbis asserted that the moral influence of the Sabbath was responsible for the survival
of the Jewish race." Immigrants did not bring strict observance with them, and rabbis
found this to be a result of materialism. Jews were more concerned with becoming
successful in their communities, and they did not have to time to rest for religion. Rabbis
wanted to see a change. They thought that obser\'ance ofthe Sabbath was important in
developing modem society (Langston, 380).

In New' Orleans. Louisiana, Jew s and Christians came together in the early
twentieth century in order to stress the importance of observing the Sabbath by creating a
Sabbath leag ue. Sabbath movements w'ere happening all across the nation, and they Were
part of a religious and social refonn effort. Three major religious groups in New ^^leans
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together in order to further the Sabbath league efforts: Catholic, Protestant, and
Jewish.

^t indicated an important step in the majority’s recognition ofdifferent religious

St'oups as legitimate forms of religious expression. The Sabbath Observance League
dent
^^strated se\ eral facets of the Jewish-Christian relationship. Through the league,
Jew
s and Christians came together voluntarily to acknowledge religious issues. They
joined forces to achie\ e goals for their followers. Jews were able to influence Christians
in the league, and Christian acceptance showed the growing importance ofJews in the
"""""iniunity. Thc\- were able to create a dialogue with the common goal ofreligious

lib
f^-angston. 378-379, 381).

Order for these groups to achieve their goals of better observance ofthe
Sabbaih^

^ach group had to agree on the principles that made the Sabbath important,

There
'^^re three main reasons for supporting the Sabbath. The first reason was the
desire
see the desecration ofthe Sabbath ended. The second reason was the beliefthat
Sabbath belonged to God. As Langston noted, the Sabbath should be ‘spent in
rest from work, and absence of worry.” The third reason was that God had
Sabbath to man. These reasons were broad enough for all religions to accept.
headers could sho^^ support in front oftheir congregations, and newspapers
Used to reach non-religi°“* members ofthe community. The puipose ofthe
"as not to lobby for

™ l^half ofany one religion. The leaders ofthe

Sabb
le
^gue respected the separation between church and state. Leaders hoped that
their 1
"ague would inlluenco the Louisiana legislature based on public opWon without

havi
"^8 to

the league

as a 0louthpiece (Langston, 379).
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Passing a lau that businesses should be closed on the Sabbath proved, however, a
problem for Jews. 1 he league ultimately wanted legislation that allowed time for
obser\ ance. but for most religions that meant Sundays. The Jewish Sabbath is on
Saturday, and creating laws on how to obser\'e the Sabbath posed a problem for New
Orleans, .lew s did not want a law stating that they could close their businesses on
Saturda\ and reopen them on Sunday. Jews did not want to be singled out and have
legislation made t or them based on Jewishness. They were Americans, and they wanted
to be seen, in the words of Langston,‘in the eyes ofthe law [as] nothing but citizens of
the United Slates w ilh equal burdens and equal rights.” They also felt that a law stating
that the Sabbath must be observ ed on Sunday would be unacceptable because it violated
individual freedoms. They would only support a law that declared that “no one could be
forced to work on the Sabbath,” and individuals had the ability to choose what that meant
for them. Although the Sabbath Observance League was predominantly Christian, Jews
were able to influence the group against a Sunday observance law. Christians saw that
religious liberty had to incorporate non-Christian expressions. Jews and Christians had to
look past their ideas of religious superiority and come together, in Langston’s words, as
■Americans or as people of God" to achieve their goals (Langston, 380,382,385).
This chapter has explored some of the organizational aspects of Southern Jewish
religious life, showing how Southern Jew's worked to gain unity across their region and as
part of an American Jew ish community. Southern rabbinical leadership achieved more
unity than their national counterparts and worked to promote the Reform Jewish tradition.
Southern Jew s displa> ed an ecumenical spirit toward Christians who dominated the Bible
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^elt. Obser\ ance of the Sabbath was a touchstone issue that revealed how Southern Jews
negotiated their place in regional culture.
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CHAPTER IV:
CASE STUDIES

In order lo take a closer look into the Southern Jewish experience, this chapter
presents a few case studies to provide a diversity of viewpoints. I have focused on three
specific areas in the South that have produced very different Jewish experiences; Texas,
Appalachian coal fields, and Alabama at the height ofthe Civil Rights Movement. I have
also chosen to focus on different elements of the Jewish experience. The case study on
Texas shows how Jews settled into Texas communities and the struggles they faced as a
minority

such an expansive state. The case study on Appalachian coal fields focuses

on the role of women in small southern towns as they broke social and religious norms
and Worked to pro\'ide for their families. The case study on Alabama shows Jewish
struggles to fight for their beliefs while trying to keep favor with their white neighbors
during the tumultuous Ci^’il Rights Movement. These case studies show that even Jews
living in the same region can be very different from one another. This chapter considers
issues of broad interest, such as intermarriage and assimilation, in local Southern
contexts.
Texas

In the documentary film Shalom Y'all, Brian Bain interviews a Texas Jew by the
name of Kinkv Friedman. He is a country singer that heads the band Kinky Friedman
and the Texas jew Boys. His songs focus on being a Jew, and he has found a way to
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bring a social conscience to country music. Friedman has had a unique experience
growing up as a Jew in Texas. He says that Texas Jews are different because there is
something different about Texas. They cannot be compared to Jews in other parts ofthe
South because there is a "loneliness” in the open spaces ofTexas that other Southerners
do not experience. When asked to describe how he was perceived by his white Christian
neighbors. Friedman states that the only similarity between Texans and Jews is “that they
both like to wear their hats in door and attach a certain amount ofimportance to that.”
Friedman has been able to find a balance between Jew and Southerner, but he
acknowledges how his Jewish experience in Texas has made him different from other
Texans and other Jews throughout the South {Shalom Tall, 2003).
Role of Rabbis in Texas

Texas is a unique part of the South, and it treated its Jews uniquely. Texas
required a ver>- specific kind of rabbi. The state’s Jewish people needed someone who
could bridge gaps between every kind of Texan. When Texans looked for a rabbi, they
were not so concerned with theology, philosophy, or even credentials. They were merely
looking for someone who could work alongside Christian leaders and hold their own.
They wanted a “mixer;" men with personality and an interest in human relations. There
were very few Jew's in Texas, and they wanted their rabbis to serve as, in Hollace Ava
Weiner s w^ords. “role models who could dispel unvoiced prejudices and act as
representatives to the larger community.” Spiritual guidance was an afterthought
(Hollace A\ a Weiner, 55).
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Because Texas Jews were more interested in a potential rabbi’s personality than
his credentials. the\' often dealt with applicants that were not at the top oftheir rabbinical
classes. The>- e\ en dealt with “free-lance” applicants: men who were never ordained.
Some of these men saw Texas as an area where they could experiment with their religion.
There w as not a long histoiy' of Jews in Texas, and it seemed like the perfect place to
break from some of the demands of Jewish rituals. Many ofthese men had no better
offers and found Te.xas to be a willing place to start their careers(Hollace Ava Weiner,
56).

Texas respected Jews as people ofthe Book. Texas was a part ofthe Bible Belt,
and their Christian neighbors respected Jews because they were so religious. Texas
rabbis became leaders in the community. Jews represented “the chosen people,” and
rabbis were the spokespeople. Rabbis easily formed relationships with Christian leaders.
Because they were so respected in their communities, rabbis were able to show a lot of
support for a number of different projects. They set up Sabbath schools and built new
congregations throughout Texas. They used their influence to push for certain
legislation. They established Jewdsh cemeteries and built synagogues. Texas Rabbis had
a significant amount of influence in their communities and worked to build a strong
Jewish presence throughout the state (Hollace Ava Weiner, 56-57, 59).

Synagogues in Post-Civil War Texas

There were few s>Tragogues in Texas after the Civil War, and most ofthem did
not have a strong religious leader. Most saw a number of men leading the congregation,
and most of them had little experience as a rabbi. They generally used the title of
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“reverend." The tcmi was adopted from a Christian term to “describe a pastor who was
not ordained.” .Members of congregations wanted more stability and more devotion in
their synagogues, so the>- began to search for more qualified candidates. They often
Wanted a man u ho could sen e every Jewish ftinction including, as Hollace Ava Weiner
puts it, “[being able] to chant the Hebrew liturgy, slaughter animals according to kosher
ritual, perform circumcisions on eight-day-old Jewish males, and read from the Torah.”
^hen rabbis did not meet these needs, they were replaced. Many short-term rabbis
became merchants after their brief stints as religious leaders(Hollace Ava Weiner, 61).

Some men still tried to pass themselves off as credible rabbis while speaking to
groups and conferences. They falsified documents to show their credentials, and they
marketed themselves as scholars of the Jewish faith. They mainly wanted to take
advantage of the Jewish population in Texas by taking frmds from many congregations
and valuables from indi\Jdual members. Reputable rabbis wanted to put an end to the
problem, and they decided to band together. According to Hollace Ava Weiner, they
took a more active role in their communities by “setting

up religious schools, establishing

uniform text books and lessons, introduction ofchildren’s services, talking lay leaders
into

assuming teaching roles, and encouraging Jews to charter congregations.” They

wanted to do more missionar}' work in their communities, and they found that
mobilization of their congregations was a good way to achieve their goals. They also
wanted to turn all of their members into ritual practicing Jews. They went
of their congregants and encouraged them to observe
ceremonies. The>’ wanted their congregants to focus
children

to the homes

the Sabbath and perform Jewish
more on ritual and educate thei

so that they could maintain a strong Jewish following. Jews in Texas
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tended to

let man> rituals fall by the wayside as they continued to make a living. Work was more
important than the Sabbath. Rabbis wanted a better example set for Jewish children in
the community (Hollace Ava Weiner, 65-66).

Issues with Intermarriage

Most ol'Texas's early Hebrew settlers were so concerned with building a Jewish
community that they refused to marry outside ofthe faith. Men that chose to marry
outside of the faith were shunned by their communities. Bachelors quickly found wives,
even if they had to go to Europe in order to find an eligible Jewish bachelorette and bring
her back. Tra\ eling merchants made sure to look for marital prospects while on the road,
and rabbis kept prospects in mind for members of their family. Every Jew that settled
early in Texas knew'the importance of marrying within the faith, and looked for any
opportunity to find Jewash partners (Hollace Ava Weiner,67-68).

As time passed, marrying within the faith was not always an option. It was still a
controversial topic for traditional Jews, but they recognized they were a small minority in
a large state. They also got along so well with their Christian neighbors that it only
seemed natural to make some ofthose relationships more permanent. Some
congregations banned members that intermarried, but most congregations took a far less
severe approach. Sometimes spouses lived a Jewish life without officially converting.
They were buried in Jewish cemeteries under certain circumstances like the absence of
Christian rituals accompanying the burial. These relationships often resulted in children
being brought up in Jewish religious schools. Even though members were straying
outside of the faith to find a marriage partner, they still wanted to maintain a Jewish
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identity and raise their children as Jews. Intermarriage became a reality in Jewish
communities, but most rabbis still refused to perform the marriages without a proper
conversion to Judaism (Hollace Ava Weiner,68-69).

Jewish Communities in Central Appalachia

Jewish communities in the Central Appalachian coal fields represent a distinctive
and troubled Southern landscape. They were constantly unstable because ofthe changing
local economy. Consideration of women’s role in this context throws light on Jewish
women's broader role in the South. Women had to contribute economically to their
households, and they were the inspiration behind the development ofJewish communal
organizations. They created a way for their Jewish faith to flourish, and they educated
their children on the importance oftheir faith. Because oftheir efforts with their
children, >'ounger generations continued to develop Jewish communal organizations and
maintained their communities despite the isolation ofthe mountains(Deborah R. Weiner,
144).

During World War I. coal fields in the Appalachian Mountains gave

new

economic opportunities to a thinly populated region. A number ofEast European Jews
took advantage of the new economy and moved. The region had become,in Deborah R.
Weiner's words, a “rural-industrial society controlled by large companies vrith a growing
work force and a pressing need for commercial services to support the new industrial
activity," and while most immigrants chose to work in the coal fields. East European
Jews saw the need for retail services. They were self-employed, and they were able to
create congregations to support their faith (Deborah R. Weiner, 144).
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rhcrc XN cre three requirements for Jewish coal field communities to survive:

"f irst, like e% erxone else in the region, Jewish families had to provide for
themseh es xxithin the confines ofthe coal economy. Second, they had to
tcel comfortable enough with their social environment to make the
commitment to stay. Third, they could [not] become so comfortable ^ to
com pletelx assimilate into the surrounding culture.”(Deborah R. Weiner,
144-145)’

They were moti\ ated by an aspiration to succeed in spite oftheir religious differences.
They \\ anted to be able to thrix e xvhile remaining true to their “distinct identity, their
religion, and at least some xersion of their cultural practices,” according to Deborah R.
Weiner. It XX as espec
:iallx difficult to remain true because their small communities were
very isolated, as in other parts of the South. They were far from larger Jewish
communities xvhere they could find support. They had to do it on their own ifthey
wanted their communities to succeed in Central Appalachia(Deborah R. Weiner, 145).

Role of Women in Business in Small Town Jewish Life

Jewish men xx^ere typically responsible for finding new communities and settling
them. Men brought in their friends and families, and men created businesses and ways
for Jews to succeed economically. Men were responsible for so many elements of Jewish
settlement in the small toxxn American South, but their communities could not thrive
without the help of xvomen. Women aided in every Southern Jewish community, but
their efforts in the Central Appalachian coal fields are especially remarkable.

Jexvs had to find a way to survive in an unstable economy, and one way they
achieved success was to focus on family businesses. Wives and children worked xvith
their husbands and fathers in business in order to
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make ends meet. Children began

working at a \ er\ earh age. Young adults worked for their family businesses and often
took another job as a sales clerk in other stores. Women served as their husbands’
business partners and helped them make decisions regarding their stores. Women usually
did not ha\ e an\ legal standing as a partner, but that did not make their roles any less
important. Husbands and \vi\ es chose who would tend customers and who would run the
store. Personalities often defined who worked where. The outgoing partner would work
with customers while the reserved partner would tend the books. Iffamilies owned
multiple stores, women often worked as store managers. Families took boarders into
their homes to supplement their income, and women were solely responsible for them.
Families had to \\ ork together in order to succeed in the region. Everyone worked and
everyone contributed (Deborah R. Weiner, 145-146).

Many immigrants had to rely on married women working either in a family
business or in the home, but for Jewish women, working was natural. Their religion
made it easier for them to participate in the working world. Jewish culture called for men
to devote their life to religious study, and women had to support their families. Women
were respected for working while their men followed scholarly pursuits. Most Jewish
men did not ha\ e the luxuiy' of being able to solely study their religion, and they had to
work; however, women in the workplace was a cultural idea that had been in place for
generations and not one that took root in the unstable Appalachian economy (Deborah R.
Weiner, 146).

Married Jewish women in the Central Appalachian coal fields had a number of
opportunities to achieve economic success. Women not only worked in but sometimes
owned a number of different kinds of businesses: clothing stores, dry goods stores,
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confectionaries, pharmacies.je\velr>^ stores, and even on occasion auto supply stores.
These w omen t> picall\ had husbands that operated separate businesses. Most traditional
American w omen w ere not encouraged to own their own businesses or work outside of
their homes. I he .\merican idea was that the woman’s place was within the home. This
idea w as supported by modem, middle-class Americans. After immigrant generations
died out in the Central .Appalachian coal fields, many married Jewish women adopted
that idea. rhe> left their places in family businesses and left their own businesses unless
their families needed the extra income. Women that were financially stable who wanted
to remain in their businesses employed live-in maids. Single women did not have the
luxurx^ of sta> ing in their homes to work. They often had to find jobs in order to support
themseK'cs. Single women worked as teachers, nurses, or stenographers. If these jobs
were not available, they returned to family businesses(Deborah R. Weiner, 146-148).

Role of Women in the Jewish Faith

Although the Jewish faith had a progressive approach when it came to women
working, it v^ as not as progressive when dealing with women’s role in the faith. Women
were easily seen as contributors to the family’s income, but they were confined within
their religious responsibilities. Women had to concentrate on their faith within the home.
Many Jewish rituals take place within the home,and women were responsible for making
the rituals happen. 0^'erseeing rituals was an importantjob in Southern Jews’ homes, but
their roles did not ha\ e nearly the same impact as men’s in the faith. Men were able to
study sacred texts and were allowed to go to s>magogues every day in order to pray
(Deborah R. Weiner. 148).
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Altliough their relision traditionally put limitations on their roles in the faith,
^

in the C'cntral Appalachian coal fields found a way to make their mark on

●^tidaisin. Immigrant w omen were more likely than men to remain loyal to their rituals
^^d traditions.

Icn w anted to test themselves in bigger and better economic settings, and

'^ornen kept their families practicing the Jewish faith. Women wanted to live in
^^^niunitie s w ith other Jews where it would be easier to continue living their rituals.
W anted a Jew ish support system, and they did not feel like they could practice their
faith as
more
Men

'"^uccessfull} if theirs was the only Jewish family in a commum’ty. Men were

^●lling to sacrifice their faith and traditions if it would benefit them economically.
^ ere 1 breed to abandon many of their traditions because they had to support their

family

I'liey c(Hild no longer spend the Sabbath in “prayer, study, and rest” because

^^t^rday
thei

bus>- shopping day in coal towns. They could not afford to close

^ shops on Saturda}'. They also found it veiy hard to continue to have daily prayer
Because men had to abandon so many of their rituals, women had to fill a role
Jewish faith in order to maintain the Jewish identity. Women had to become
in their faith inside and outside of their homes (Deborah R. Weiner, 149).

^omen began their roles in peipetuating the Jewish faith by observing as many
inside of their home as possible. They lit candles on the Sabbath and followed
^
"lot an

like keeping kosher. Keeping kosher in their rural mountain communities was
^^sy task, and many women were forced to give up strict observance. They still

^ ^^^ir best to prepare traditional meals, and they made a real effort to keep their
meals as traditional as possible. They reinforced Jewish ideals to their children.
Ev en

the\-

unable to follow every tradition, their children felt the impact of
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their mothers' ctToris and had a strong Jewish identity instilled in them (Deborah R.
Weiner. 149).

Women now had the opportunity to finally practice their faith in the community.
They became “guardians of religion.*' They created organized religious groups and
activities long before established congregations existed. They used these groups as a
catah St to achie\ e three goals: to educate the children in the community,to meet
charitable needs, and to improve their social life. They wanted to provide mutual aid and
charity to poor .lew ish people in their communities. Providing charity was traditionally a
role that men fulfilled, but women acted when men failed to do so. Women began their
charitable assistance by addressing the needs oftransient Jews in their community.
Transients tended to be a nuisance, and ladies aid societies provided them with a meal
and ticket out of town. Women also provided fimds to families, both Jewish and nonJewish. that needed a helping hand. Women enjoyed their charitable pursuits because

it

gave them license to spend time with one another. The social aspect oftheir aid societies
meant almost as much to them as the work they were doing for their faith. The ladies aid
societies ga\ e Jew ish w'omen an outlet to associate with non-Jewish women through
charitable w^ork. The\' worked with the Salvation Army, Red Cross, and groups that
distributed Christmas baskets during the depression. They used these meetings as a way
to build Jew ish-Christian relations. They wanted to educate their Christian neighbors
about Judaism because their neighbors were often ignorant of Jewish beliefs. Working so
closely w ith CTristians had its qualms. Many women feared that their children would
convert to Christianit>’ after intermarriage, and they w'anted to distance their children
from genti les. Pro\ iding a strong Jewish identity for their children was one ofthe ladies
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aid soci

ct\ s most important goals, and anything that could jeopardize their children’s

Jewish taiih should be a\ oided. Women eventually had to get over their prejudices about
intermarriage bee^luse it e\ entually became unavoidable in their small Southern
communities (Deborah R. Weiner, 150, 152, 155-157).

omen also intended to help the Jewish community at large. Reaching out to
larger communities in the North or even as far away as Israel kept them involved with
their faith in a modem way. It helped them to not feel so secluded in their small
mountain communities. There were many benefits to helping the broader Jewish
communitN', but thc>- knew the importance offocusing on the community in which they
lived. Their most important role as a ladies aid society in their mountain communities
became educating their children and introducing a strong Jewish identity. After their
children had been educated they w^ere free to move into a more congregational realm
(Deborah R. Weiner, 151).

Jew ish w omen w anted to see congregations being built in their communities.
They wanted regular religious services, programs, and places of worship. Ladies aid
societies began a campaign to promote congregations and all oftheir benefits. They
raised

nioney to build s> nagogues, and they organized and provided food for Jewish

social events that brought the community together. They organized trips to larger cities
so

that they could bu> kosher products for holiday feasts, and they made sure that all

single Jewish men within the community had a family to spend important holidays with.
They hosted tra\ elling rabbis and served as a welcome wagon for new Jewish families
that moved to town. They encouraged the wives ofthose new families to join in their
efforts.

fhe\ w anted e\ er> woman involved, and they had strict rules for their members.
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Anyone who missed a meetingorevent without a valid excuse received fines. The ladies
aid society w as an extremely well organized club. It began as an effort to educate
children and promote charity, but it became a movement for permanent congregations.
Ladies aid societies became Temple Sisterhoods as they became more serious about their
causes (Deborah R. Weiner. 151-152).

.Although w omen were instrumental in the creation ofJewish congregations in
their communities, men w ere the ones that served as the face ofthem. Men incorporated
new' institutions and spoke at dedication ceremonies for new synagogues. They served on
the new In toimed s\ nagogues' boards. They sometimes organized religious activities
and raised lunds. but usually it was only after much encouragement fi"om their wives.
Women did the w ork, and men received the credit. Women did not try to receive any
public credit lor their w ork on congregations, and this is why they were able to break
social nomis and continue their work. Their efforts were seen as an extension oftheir
role as nurturers. and the\ w ere not challenging the status quo(Deborah R. Weiner, 152153).

There w ere some hindrances to women’s efforts to foster community. Many
Jewish w'omen left their mountain communities and went away to college. Most ofthem
did not return to their hometow'ns. Young Jewish men that went away to college brought
back new wives to take the places demographically ofthe Jewish girls that had left the
region. They helped their new husbands by working in family businesses, but the
economic dow nturn during the Great Depression that the Central Appalachian coal town
Jews experienced led to the demise of the Jewish population in the region after businesses
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began to sutTcr and Jews moved to new communities outside ofthe mountains(Deborah
R. W'cincr. 157).

Jews in the Civil Rights Movement

Texas and Central Appalachia pro\dde subregional contexts for consideration of
important themes of Southern Jewish life, as does Montgomery, Alabama,the setting for
the bus boy cott that helped launch the Chil Rights Movement. A thriving Jewish
communitN there w as highly influential in Montgomery’s economy, and they owned
man>' prominent businesses. The Civil Rights Movement created tensions for the Jewish
communities ol'the South. Jews wanted to protect their civil liberties, so they formed
groups like the American Jewish Committee and the Anti-Defamation League. After
African Americans began to take real action towards gaining freedoms for themselves.
Northern Jews w anted to aid in tlieir efforts. There were several Jewish signatories on
the original National Association for the Advancement of Colored People’s(NAACP)
charter, and a Jew e\ entually served as the chairman ofthe Board of Directors. Jewish
groups like the American Jew ish Committee and the Anti-Defamation League began to
follow the NAACP's example and join in the movement. Jews throughout the country
were getting inv olved in the Civil Rights Movement. Jews in Montgomery, Alabama,
were more interested though, in protecting themselves than in voicing their opinions
about Civil Rights, creating tensions with other American Jews(Webb,332-334).

Jew s in another Southern place, the Mississippi Delta, also had to take sides
regarding civil rights. Northern integrationists made routine trips to the South to promote
civil rights in the region. Many of these volunteers were Jewish, and Southern Jews grew
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concerned w ith their standing in their communities. Jews in the South were very
conscious of their actions in the communities because they knew that all oftheir actions
would represent all Jews in the minds of many non-Jewish Southerners. Rabbis in the
Mississippi Delta w ere divided on how to deal with their feelings about the movement.
Some rabbis s\mpathized with the movement but the Mississippi Delta became a very
dangerous place. Anti-integrationists murdered three Northern civil rights workers, and
people in the region were afraid. Although rabbis had conflicting feelings about the
efforts oi'the w orkers, they had to ultimately represent their congregations and their
wishes. Rabbi .Allan Schwartzman of Greenville, Mississippi, found that it was best to
not make his beliefs known publically. He did not compromise his position, but he did
not w ant to embarrass and possibly endanger the Jewish population in his community.
Rabbi Moses Landau of Cleveland, Mississippi, wanted to take more of a stand. He
wanted to publicalh support the Civil Rights Movement, but his congregation did not
outw'ardly support him. He understood their position. He recognized that Jews in his
community had in\ estments in town. They could not leave their investments, so they
could not leave the Mississippi Delta right away if they were threatened. He knew that
his congregation could not voice their true opinions because they could not afford to be
run out of town

He believed that rabbis had a duty to put their own people first, and that

is ultimately what he chose to do.
Southern Jews’ Affiliations

Southern lews often had financial success and social acceptance because they
were willing to adapt to
(Webb. 341 ^

vs hate\ er "strict racial mores’" their white neighbors supported

MoniaomeO

'^Hta, did not want to become targets
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of \ iolcncc and prejudice, and they wanted to distance themselves ifrom the works oftheir
Northern cminterparis. They began to cancel their membership subscriptions to Jewish
defense agencies. rhe\ refused to donate money and support national organizations.
They used financial blackmail to keep their organizations Ifrom publically supporting
integration, and this situation was not unique to Montgomery, Alabama, or the Delta.
Jews throughout the South met with representatives oftheir Jewish defense leagues to let
them know how ihe\- felt. They w'ere able to achieve a compromise with the AntiDefamation Leaeue:

“Whene\ er any public action shall be contemplated by the ADL affecting
a regional constituency, such action shall be taken only after consultation
w ith such regional constituency; in any public action by the ADL,full
consideration be given to the welfare and best interest of all Jews
throughout the country, including those who reside in the region affected
(Webb. 335).

The American Jew ish Committee met a similar fate with its members.

Southern Jew s were afraid of w^hat their involvement in the Civil Rights
Movement would mean for their families and themselves. White Southerners did not
believe that African Americans could be capable of mobilizing their efforts and workmg
towards integration. WTiite Southerners believed that Jewish groups were behind Afiican
Americans' mobilization for their own political advantage. Segregationists immediately
targeted Jewish defense agencies. Violence erupted, and synagogues and temples were
bombed. Southern Jew s found that the only way to separate themselves from the national
defense agencies w as to silence themselves on the entire issue(Webb,336-337).
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While StHiihcmcrs in Montgomen^ decided to ban together to combat the Civil
Rights Mo\ cmcni. rhc> created Citizens' Councils, and they set out to make every white
Southerner a member. They held door-to-door membership drives, and they threatened to
go public with the names of those who refused to join. Jews were forced to make a very
difficult decision. Most Jews were not interested in the Citizens’ Councils’ work, but if
they did not Join the Citizens' Councils, they were accused ofbeing traitors to their race.
The Citizens' Councils' did not have an anti-Semitic agenda, but they were ready to
make problems t or an\ one who stood in their way. Jews had to publically support
segregation. rhe\- Joined the Citizens' Councils to establish themselves as “loyal white
Southerners, je\\ s that \\ ere new to the area were very quick to join so that they would
not be seen as outsiders. rhe>- wanted to protect their individual statuses, but they did not
necessarih agree w iih the motives of the Citizens’ Councils. They paid their dues and
repeated the opinions of those around them. They played their parts so well that they
were often seen as some of the most active and outspoken supporters ofracial segregation
(Webb, 339.343).

Role of Rabbis in the Civil Rights Movement

Jew s follow ed their Rabbis' examples. Most Rabbis kept their opinions about
integration silent because they did not want to go up against the majority of White
jyiontgomerians w ho opposed it; but a few brave Southern rabbis were inspired by the
social activist teaching of the Jewish faith and found an outlet to show their support for
desegregation (Webb. 340). but not without violent consequences. Rabbi Nussbaum, of
Temple Beth Israel, in Jackson, Mississippi, held an interracial meeting at his temple in
September c)f 1967. Before the meeting started, a few' attendees asked for directions to
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the temple, and ihc\ inadvertently alerted the KuKluxKIan to its existence. TheKlan
bombed the temple and the homes of prominent attendees ofthe meeting. Rabbi
Nussbaum knew the dangers of holding an interracial meeting at his temple, but he
thought that integration was more important (5/w/o/?i T’o//, 2003). Southern Rabbis
faced an ethieal dilemma. N ationalJewish leadership was pro-integration, and Southern
Rabbis s\mpathi/ed with the position of the national leaders oftheir faith; however.
Southern congregations opposed change. Southern Rabbis decided to support their
congregations' \\ ishes. especially during such violent times(Webb,342).

I'his chapter explored diverse aspects ofthe Southern Jewish experience, looking
at two subregional places, the Soutliwest and the Appalachia coal fields, and at a Deep
South state at a time of social change. Issues of gender and of race were fore grounded in
this chapter, broad themes with special significance to help understand the social context
in which Jews li\ ed.
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CONCLUSION

I he once ihri\ ing Jewish population in the American South dramatically declined
over time, rcmple B'nai Israel, in Mississippi, opened for two hundred Jewish families
to enjo\. but now it only ser\ es fifteen members. There are no children in the temple
because they ha\e all moved out of the community. This situation is typical of many
temples throughout the region. Brian Bain declares that his generation skipped out on
many of their Jew ish rituals, and it caused them to not be very religious as adults. They
felt like the\ could choose to participate in their culture when they felt like it (iS/ia/o/w
Y'alL 2003).

Jews de\ ised different ways to attempt to reverse some ofthe decline in the
Jewish population and preser\-e Jewish heritage in the South. Camps like The Henry S.
Jacobs Camp in Utica, Mississippi, for example, houses a museum to preserve the
memories of Jew ish s> nagogues that no longer exist in the South. The camp is an
attempt to promote the Jewish future in the South {Shalom Y’all, 2003). It provides a
sense of community where children can feel more comfortable expressing themselves as
Jews around their Jewish friends {Delta Jew, 1999).

Moreox'er. there has been a surprising development in the Jewish population in
the South in the last ihirt>’ \ ears. Despite decline in the mid-twentieth century, a new
wave of immigration that started in the 1980s has led to the Jewish population tripling ii n
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size throiight>ui tlic South. The new immigrants have also brought with them more
traditional practices. Man\ of the new immigrants have settled in larger Jewish
communities throughout the South, and they have made it possible to practice strict
Jewish rituals in ilicir communities. In Atlanta, Georgia, an Orthodox Jewish community
has built un cru\

l'he> hung cables around their neighborhood in order to unite the

communiiv as though it was a single home. The emv allows Orthodox Jews in the
communiiv
> to assiniiiatc as best as they can with their non-Jewish neighbors. They can
perform ^asks on the Sabbath, such as pushing a stroller, within the emv that would
otherwj
outside of the home. The emv is a compromise by Jews in
●se be fo rbid^-^cn
Atlanta

that they Jo not ha\ e to give up their Jewishness for their Southemess {Shalom

2{)o 3 ).
in the Jewish population in some Southern communities

^ He recent iner^^^^
shows

in the South. Jews remaining in the South are committed to

'’'■" mise for
maintai^j
and S

ig their fa'*’’

gjid educating their families. They are committed to lives as Jews

"hth c rners. SOU them Jews have always stmggled to survive in the region, and they

will
to sur' i''^

L
region.

a hout Jew's in the South is a very interesting way to learn about the
Naming riTaf®
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are nian>

can 1
^ lot about
differ^

hi

^Cononii^

, applications for Southern Studies and for Southern history. One

lationship among different races, different social classes, and
the re
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from this group because they were welcome parts of almost
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if neutrality. In learning about Jews in the South, one can also
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' and how different groups reacted to Southern Jews.
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